
Downtime/Purchasing Breakdown 
Downtimes are the actions your character takes between games.  In our chronicle, unlike most others, time between 

sessions moves fluidly; if there are two weeks between sessions, then two weeks are happening in game between 

gatherings as well.  As such, we have a downtime process, a way of streamlining and quantifying how downtimes work 

to help your Storytelling Staff process them and get your responses back, as well as how to use the mechanics on your 

sheet effectively in your downtimes. 

 

Basic Downtime Process 

You are allowed 5 Downtime Actions (DTAs) per week.  This is broken down by week on our Downtime Form 

(http://musiccityfrenzy.wikidot.com/downtime-form).  Simply choose the week (there are Week 1 through Week 4 

available, in case there are, in the off chance, 4 weeks between sessions), give us the brief description of any action, and 

then a detailed description that describes how your character is going about performing that action. This detailed 

description is not necessary, but may help you in justifying any purchases that go along with it (see Purchases, below). 

These Downtime Actions are what your character is doing; it could either be pursuing plot, purchasing advancements for 

your character, using Influence to get certain things, etc. 

 

Pursuing Plot 

This is the simplest Downtime Action you can take.  Simply state your action, and any roleplay verbiage that goes 

along with it, and you will have a response to it (either before game, if the Storytelling Staff has the time to be able to go 

over them before game, or at game as printed on your sheet). 

 

Purchases 

At the top of the Downtime Form you will find a checkbox, asking if you intend on purchasing things this downtime.  

Please select that if you do, and then at the end of the form, list what you plan on purchasing.  Some purchases required 

more than simply XP to purchase, as some require Downtime Actions to justify the purchase, like Abilities, Background 

increases, Gifts and Rites, and so on, as listed below. 

• New Attribute Trait (Physical, Social, Mental): 1 XP per Trait per category per downtime. 

Purchasing Attribute Traits does not require DTAs.  You may purchase 1 Trait in each category (Physical, 

Social, and Mental) during the same downtime.  Characters cannot buy more Traits in a category than 

their Rank allows. 

• New Ability Trait: 1 XP per Ability, up to 5 Ranks total. Characters may purchase 2 Abilities per 

downtime, so long as they are both related (e.g., a player may purchase Brawl x1 and Dodge x1, but not 

Brawl x1 and Academics x1), and they cannot be two Ranks in the same Ability during the same downtime 

(e.g., a player may purchase Brawl x1 and Dodge x1, but not Brawl x2).  Purchasing abilities also requires 

1 DTA per Ability; purchasing 2 related bilities requires 2 DTAs. 

• New Background Trait: 1 XP per Background Rank. This requires 1 DTA per Background Rank behind 

purchased; if you are advancing from Resources x3 to Resources x4, there are 4 DTAs required.  This is 

showing the extensive roleplaying of the changes in circumstances that justify the change in mechanical 

rating, and is up to Storyteller discretion. 

• New Gift: 3 XP for Basic Gifts, 6 XP for Intermediate Gifts, and 9 XP for Advanced Gifts. This cost is 

one higher for Gifts that are outside the character's Breed, Tribe, or Auspice. Purchasing a new Gift 



requires 1 DTA, and may require a scene to be run for the character by the Storytelling Staff, at 

Storyteller discretion. 

• New Rite or Ritual: 2 XP for Basic Rites, 4 XP for Intermediate Rites, and 6 XP for Advanced Rites. 

This cost is waived if the character learns the rite from another PC, and takes the time to learn it.  

Learning a Rite requires 1 DTA, and requires a corresponding DTA or note from the character teaching 

yours. 

• New Gnosis, Rage, or Willpower Trait: 3 XP for each Gnosis, Rage, or Willpower Trait, up to the 

Rank limit of the character. A PC may only purchase 1 Trait per session (e.g., a character cannot purchase 

1 Gnosis and 1 Willpower at the same time; they must be purchased at separate times).  Temper 

purchases also require 1 DTA. 

• New Merit: Double the listed cost of the Merit, with Storyteller approval.  A total of DTAs equal to the 

Level of the Merit is also required. 

• Buy off Negative Traits: 2 XP for each Trait removed, and roleplaying the change in behavior and 

circumstances.  This also requires 1 DTA. 

• Buy off Flaw: Double the cost of the Flaw, with Storyteller approval and worked into a characters on-

going story.  This also requires 1 DTA per rank of the Flaw, or change in Flaw’s Level if simply wishing to 

downgrade a Flaw (from 3-points to 1-point, in the case of the Flaw: Phobia). 

• New/Additional Influence: 3 XP for each Rank. The Glass Walker Tribal Advantage allows them to 

purchase Influence easier, for only 1 XP per Rank.  This requires 3 DTAs as well, except for Glass Walkers, 

where it requires 1 DTA. 

DTAs do not necessarily need to be done in one downtime, in the case of the larger requirements.  For 

example, purchasing the Merit: Resistant to Wyrm Emanations requires 7 DTAs.  These can either be 

submitted in one downtime, leaving 3 DTAs available for other actions for that downtime, or can be spread 

out in up to 7 downtimes, 1 DTA per downtime.  There simply needs to be a cumulative total of 7 DTAs 

completed in order to purchase the Merit. 

When submitted Downtime Actions (DTAs) associated with purchases, list the mechanic you want to 

purchase, the rank (if necessary, for Merits, Flaws, Backgrounds, etc.), and the DTA number it is.  Using 

the example above, you would list as the Downtime Action “(Resistant to Wyrm Emanations x7 - #1) 

Work on resisting the Wyrm’s touch”, then the roleplay justification in the corresponding Roleplay 

Verbiage.  The second Downtime Action would then list “(Resistant to Wyrm Emanations x7 - #2) Wok on 

resisting the Wyrm’s touch”, then any additional roleplay justification in Roleplay Verbiage #2.   

In the Purchases field of the Downtime form, simply list the purchase you wish to purchases and the 

rank (if necessary).  You should have the total number of Unspent XP and DTAs fulfilled that are required 

for the purchase before listing it in this field, to make sure you have the prerequisites met for the 

purchase.  Again, purchases are up to Storyteller discretion, and if a purchase is not approved before 

hand, the Storytelling Staff will let you know before you invest any XP or DTAs in pursuit of the purchase. 

 

Influence and Downtimes 

Influence, in regards to Downtime Actions are done per write-ups in Dark Epics, p. 57-64, or Laws of the Wild 

(Revised), p. 100-108.  That is to say, you may temporarily spend ranks of an Influence in a Downtime Action to receive 

the benefit listed.  Expenditures done in this way refresh at the beginning of each session, regardless of whether you 

attend or not, and do not affect any rumors you receive for having the Influence; you will still receive the normal rumors 

you would receive even if you temporarily spend all ranks of the Influence that you have for actions during a downtime. 

For example, if you have Health x5, you would be able to access Steve Smith’s health records (1) and completely 

rewrite Joe Bob’s medical records (4).  However, any other use of your Health influence would not be possible, as you 

had exhausted your reach for that period of time. 

In the Downtime Action synopsis section, list how many Influence you are using along with the basic description of 

the action.  Using the example above, your synopsis section should list “(Health x1) Access Steve Smith’s health records”.  



The Roleplay Verbiage section for this action would then list how you are doing this and, potentially, for what reason.  As 

Downtime Action #2, you would then list (Health x4) Completely rewrite Joe Bob’s medical records, with Roleplay 

Verbiage #2 stating how you are doing it, why, and any other details you wish to be known.  

 

Example 

Below is an example of how the Downtime Form should look, using this new format. These are using the examples 

listed above, and only shows 1 week.  Remember, if there are 2 weeks between sessions, then you can submit 2 

downtimes, 1 for each week, for a total of 10 Downtime Actions. 



 



 



 


